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By using L-mobile warehouse ready for Infor COM, 
Stadler Altenrhein AG can now map a seamless end-
to-end logistics process on a digital and mobile basis. 
Thanks to the mobile solution, all the necessary data 
is always up to date and available to Stadler’s ware-
house workers.

The L-mobile application enables multi-stage multi-or-
der picking with subsequent “consolidation” with 
demand orders. 

In addition, the L-mobile logistics monitors used in 
train assembly always provide a transparent overview 
of the picking and replenishment status for scheduled 
orders, thereby enabling optimal assembly planning.

Instant feedback to the Infor COM system provides 
the basis for fast, reliable, and precise logistics.

Solution
Stadler Altenrhein AG, located in Altenrhein next 
to Lake Constance, is a subsidiary of Swiss parent 
company Stadler Rail AG, a leading manufacturer of 
rail vehicles focusing on regional trains, trams, and 
custom-built trains. In addition, the company also 
specializes in niche products and is one of Europe’s 
last remaining manufacturers of rack-and-pinion rail 
vehicles.

At Stadler, L-mobile was faced with the challenge of 
simplifying and speeding up the warehouse processes 
for the 300,000 individual parts that are ordered for 
every vehicle and thus achieving maximum transpar-
ency.

The mobile solution from L-mobile made it possible to 
reduce the time and effort involved, and warehouse 
workers are now able to work efficiently on a digital 
basis.

Challenge

In Use at Stadler

With the mobile solution, warehouse workers at Stadler Altenrhein AG work 
with greater speed and flexibility on a digital basis.

The L-mobile warehouse solution reduces the time and effort involved for warehouse processes.
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Stadler decided to go with L-mobile based on Infor’s recommendation. 
As soon as the project got under way, it was clear to them that they 
had chosen the right provider and would not need to look any further. 
Roger Giger, Logistics Manager at Stadler, was particularly impressed 
by L-mobile’s project management, as well as the quick and easy imple-
mentation of the mobile solution in the existing company structure.
“The advantages of the solution are mobile use, flexible adaptation to our busi-
ness processes, and easy integration with Infor COM,” says Roger Giger.

With the implementation of L-mobile warehouse ready for Infor COM, 
it is now possible to improve the efficiency and flexibility of logistics 
operations.
The mobile solution prevents incorrect postings, is able to map the 
individual processes, and provides significant time and cost savings. As 
a result, several other subsidiaries of Stadler Rail AG have also adopted 
the mobile solution and are benefiting from its success.

Conclusion

• Instant, in-process posting in Infor COM
• Digital mapping of warehouse processes
• No need to manually record paper documents
• Incorrect postings are consistently avoided
• Maximum transparency in stock and inventory
• Multi-stage multi-order picking
• All stock and movements always at your fingertips
• Short process routes and flexible order coordination
• Stock movements are allocated in an access-optimized way
• Mapping of individual processes

Highlights

Train manufacturer Stadler Alten-
rhein AG focuses on the market 
segments for regional and urban 
trains as well as interregio and inter-
city trains.

Stadler Altenrhein AG

Statement

Technical Details

“The advantages of the solution are 
mobile use, flexible adaptation to our 
business processes, and easy integra-
tion with Infor COM.”
Roger Giger,
Logistics Manager at Stadler

ERP: Infor COM

Devices: M3, Motorola

Wireless technology: WLAN, UMTS

Technology: Online
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEfp9zOW2IgKmGGbAkoI1sQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/l-mobile-solutions-gmbh-&-co.-kg/
https://l-mobile.com/en/solutions-and-services/digital-warehouse-management/
https://l-mobile.com/en/solutions-and-services/digital-warehouse-management/

